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MAXIMAL ALMOST DISJOINT FAMILIES,
DETERMINACY, AND FORCING
KAREN BAKKE HAGA, DAVID SCHRITTESSER, ASGER TO¨RNQUIST
Abstract. We study the notion of J -MAD families where J is a Borel
ideal on ω. We show that if J is an arbitrary Fσ ideal, or is any finite or
countably iterated Fubini product of Fσ ideals, then there are no analytic
infinite J -MAD families, and assuming Projective Determinacy there
are no infinite projective J -MAD families; and under the full Axiom of
Determinacy + V “ LpRq there are no infinite J -mad families. These
results apply in particular when J is the ideal of finite sets Fin, which
corresponds to the classical notion of MAD families. The proofs combine
ideas from invariant descriptive set theory and forcing.
1. Introduction
(A) Let Fin denote the ideal of finite subsets of ω. Classically, a family
A Ď Ppωq is called an almost disjoint family (short: AD family) if the family
A consists of infinite subsets of ω and any two distinct x, y P A have finite
intersection, that is xX y P Fin. A maximal almost disjoint (short: MAD)
family is an AD family which is maximal (with respect to Ď) among AD
families. Finite MAD families exist trivially, and using Choice (e.g., Zorn’s
Lemma), it is routine to show that there are infinite MAD families. Below
we always assume, to avoid trivialities, that MAD families in question are
infinite.
The study of the definability of (infinite) MAD families has a long history,
but the area has in recent years seen a remarkable blossoming with many
new results. The fundamental results in the area go back to Mathias’ famous
paper [8], where it was shown that there are no analytic MAD families,
and further proved that assuming there is a Mahlo cardinal, ZF+“there
are no MAD families” is consistent. Much more recently, To¨rnquist [16]
showed that there are no MAD families in Solovay’s model (from [13]),
thus weakening the large cardinal assumption. Horowitz and Shelah [1]
then removed the large cardinal assumption completely, showing that one
can construct a model of ZF without MAD families just assuming ZF is
consistent.
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The leading idea of the present paper is to use ideas from invariant de-
scriptive set theory, i.e. the descriptive set theory of definable equivalence
relations and invariance properties, in combination with Mathias-like forc-
ings and absoluteness to give uniform proofs of the non-existence of (defin-
able) MAD families in various settings. This approach in turn allows us to
prove vastly more general results about the definability of J -MAD families,
where the ideal Fin is replaced by an ideal J on ω for J in a large class
of Borel ideals. However, we first give transparent and surprisingly uniform
proofs of the following:
Theorem 1.1.
(1) There are no analytic MAD families.
(2) Under ZF + Dependent Choice + Projective Determinacy, there are
no projective infinite MAD families.
(3) Under ZF + Determinacy + V “ LpRq there are no infinite MAD
families.
The first result is originally due to Mathias [8]. The remaining two re-
sults were also shown independently by Neeman and Norwood in [12] using
somewhat different methods.
We mention that two of the present authors have very recently found a
proof (unpublished) that if every (resp., every projective) set is completely
Ramsey and Ellentuck-comeager uniformization (resp., for projective rela-
tions) holds, then there are no (projective) MAD families.
(B)We now discuss the notion of J -MAD families and the generalization
of Theorem 1.1 to this setting.
Given an ideal J on a countable set S, write J ` for PpSqzJ . One may
define J -almost disjoint (short J -AD) sets in J ` and J -maximal almost
disjoint (short J -MAD) families as subsets of PpJ `q in the obvious manner
(see Section 2). MAD families are of course the special case J “ Fin, where
Fin denotes the ideal of finite sets (i.e., the Fre´chet ideal).
The motivating question for the results we now describe is:
Question 1.2. For which Borel ideals J on ω can we generalize results
about MAD families to the case of J -MAD families?
As a first step we consider Fσ ideals. It is well known that every Fσ
ideal J is given as the finite part of a lower semi-continuous (short: lsc)
submeasure φ : Ppωq Ñ r0,8s as follows:
J “ Finpφq “ tJ Ď ω | φpJq ă ωu.
(See Section 2 for a complete definition of these notions and [9][1.2] for a
proof of the claim.) We will see in Section 3 that Theorem 1.1 generalizes
to J -MAD families where J is any Fσ ideal.
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We can reach Borel ideals that are more complex, in the sense of belonging
to higher parts of the Borel hierarchy, using Fubini sums and products. If
for each k P ω we are given an ideal Ik on a countable set Sk, and an ideal
I on ω, we form an ideal
À
I Ik on S “
Ů
kPω Sk, called the Fubini sum of
pIkqkPω over I as follows:à
I
Ik “ tI Ď S | tk P ω | I X Sk R Iku P Iu
In Section 4 we show that our methods apply in this generalized setting:
Theorem 1.3. Let J “
À
I Ik where I and Ik for each k P ω are Fσ ideals
on ω.
(1) There are no analytic infinite J -MAD families.
(2) Under ZF + Dependent Choice + Projective Determinacy, there are
no projective infinite J -MAD families.
(3) Under ZF + Determinacy + V “ LpRq there are no infinite J -MAD
families.
We note in passing that part (1) of Theorem 1.3 in the special case of
J “ FinbFin, the first iteration of the Fre´chet ideal, in itself answers a
question that seems to have belonged to the folklore of the field for a long
time. Here FinbFin is the Fubini sum of Fin over Fin, that is, it consists
of those X Ď ω ˆ ω such that
tn P ω | tm P ω | pn,mq P Xu is infiniteu is finite.
Yet more complex ideals are obtained by iterating Fubini products into
the transfinite. Namely, given α ă ω1 and a sequence ~φ of lsc submeasures
of length α, we will define in a natural manner an ideal Finp~φq on a count-
able set S, by recursively applying Fubini products. (See Section 5 for the
detailed definition.)
One can do this in such a way that Finp~φq is Σ0α`1 but not Σ
0
α. A par-
ticular instance of this construction is the iterated Fre´chet ideal Finα, ob-
tained by iterating the Fubini product construction applied to the ideal Fin
transfinitely, and thus obtaining “higher dimensional” analogues Finα of
FinbFin.
We shall see in Section 5 that our methods apply even to the more general
class of ideals described in the previous paragraph:
Theorem 1.4. Let J “ Finp~φq be as defined in Section 5.
(1) There are no analytic J -MAD families.
(2) Under ZF + Dependent Choice + Projective Determinacy, there are
no projective infinite J -MAD families.
(3) Under ZF + Determinacy + V “ LpRq there are no infinite J -MAD
families.
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By this theorem, the ideals J for which we have the familiar pattern of
non-definability of J -MAD families lie cofinally in the Borel hierarchy with
respect to the complexity of their definition.
(C) The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 collects definitions and
facts that will be used throughout—most importantly, some facts from inner
model theory which will allow us to assume that our J -MAD families are
κ-Suslin witnessed by a tree from a model with small PpPpωqq.
In Section 3 we prove Theorem 1.1 for any Fσ ideal J . We describe
Mathias forcing MI relative to an ideal I and state a crucial fact, Main
Proposition 3.5, regarding MI when I is generated by a κ-Suslin J -MAD
family. Theorem 1.1 follows quickly from Main Proposition 3.5 together
with the inner model theory lemmas from Section 2.
Section 3.1 collects facts aboutMI , and Section 3.2 proves Main Proposi-
tion 3.5. This proof is based on the definition of a J -invariant tree together
with the purely combinatorial Branch Lemma 3.14 (stating that the projec-
tion of this tree is a singleton).
In Section 4 we introduce the simple Fubini product and a 2-dimensional
version MI2 of M
I . Theorem 1.3 follows from Main Proposition 4.6 (the
analogue of 3.5 for MI2 ) by the same proof as before. Section 4.1 collects
facts about MI and Section 4.2 proves Main Proposition 4.6; the proof of
the corresponding Branch Lemma 4.11 is much more involved.
Section 5 is structured in the same way: We introduce Fubini products
Finp~φq coming from a sequence ~φ of lsc submeasures, an α-dimensional ver-
sionMIα of M
I , and state Main Proposition 5.12 forMIα, from which Theo-
rem 1.4 follows immediately. Section 5.1 collects facts aboutMIα. Section 5.2
proves Main Proposition 5.12 via the Branch Lemma 5.19, generalizing Sec-
tion 4.2.
Finally, in section 6, we briefly discuss the general (and open) problem of
characterizing precisely for which Borel ideals on ω one may hope to obtain
an analogue of Theorem 1.4.
Acknowledgments: We owe a great debt to Sandra Mu¨ller for helping
us find proofs of Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5. The first author thanks for sup-
port through Asger To¨rnquist’s Sapere Aude level 2 grant from the Danish
Council for Independent Research. The second and third authors thank the
DNRF Niels Bohr Professorship of Lars Hesselholt for support. The second
author also gratefully acknowledges the generous support from the Austrian
Science Fund (FWF) grant number F29999. The third author thanks the
Danish Council for Independent Research for support through grant DFF-
7014-00145B.
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2. Notation and Preliminaries
We sometimes decorate names in the forcing language with checks and
dots with the aim of helping the reader. For notation not defined here we
refer to [5, 3, 4, 10]
2.1. Ideals. Fix a countable set S. An ideal on S is a family S Ď PpSq
satisfying
(1) H P J ;
(2) If A P J , then for any subset B Ď A we have B P J ;
(3) If A P J and B P J , then AYB P J .
We denote by Fin the ideal of finite sets.
Given an ideal J , we write J` to denote the co-ideal, i.e.,
J ` “ tA Ď S | A R J u.
For A, B P PpSq, we write
A Ď˚J B ô pDI P J q A Ď B Y I.
We write A Ď˚ B for A Ď˚Fin B.
We say that a family A Ď PpSq is J -almost disjoint (short: J -AD) if
A Ď J` and for any A, B P A we have A X B P J . A set A Ď PpSq is
said to be a J -MAD family if A is a J -AD family which is maximal with
respect to inclusion among J -AD families.
Definition 2.1. Let A Ď PpSq. By the ideal generated by A we mean the
ideal I on S defined as follows:
I “ tI Ď S | pDn P ωqpDA0, . . . , An P Aq I Ď
ď
iďn
Aiu,
i.e., the smallest (under Ď) ideal on S containing each set from A.
Suppose A Ď PpSq and J is an ideal on S. Then note the ideal generated
by AY J is
tI Ď S | I P J _ pDn P ωqpDA0, . . . , An P Aq I Ď
˚
J
ď
iďn
Aiu.
We point out that if A is an infinite J -AD family then rSsăω Ď J and J
is proper (i.e., S R J ; otherwise there are no non-empty, let alone infinite,
J -AD families). Moreover we could assume
Ť
A “ S (although we shall
never need this).
We point out that enlarging an ideal J by an infinite J -AD family yields
a proper ideal.
Lemma 2.2. Let S be arbitrary, J an ideal on S and A Ď PpSq a J -AD
family. If A is infinite, the ideal I generated by AYJ is proper. (The other
implication holds if
Ť
A “ S.)
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Proof. Suppose towards a contradiction that S P I. Then there exist
A0, . . . , An P A, J P J such that S Ď
Ť
iďnAi Y J . Since A is J -almost
disjoint A “ tA0, . . . , Anu is finite.
For the last claim, suppose
Ť
A “ S; show the contrapositive. If A is
finite, then S Ď
Ť
APAA, and thus S P I. 
A submeasure on ω is a function φ : Ppωq Ñ r0,8s which satisfies
‚ φpHq “ 0;
‚ φpXq ď φpY q for X Ď Y ;
‚ φpX Y Y q ď φpXq ` φpY q for X,Y P Ppωq;
‚ φptnuq ă 8 for every n P ω.
We say that φ is lower semi-continuous (lsc) if identifying Ppωq with 2ω
carrying product topology, it is lower semi-continuous as a function φ : 2ω Ñ
r0,8s, i.e., if Xn Ñ X implies lim infnÑ8 φpXnq ě φpXq. For submeasures,
this is equivalent to saying that φpXq “ limnÑ8 φpX X nq.
As stated already in the introduction, given a submeasure φ on ω
Finpφq “ tX P Ppωq | φpXq ă 8u
is an Fσ ideal on ω and every Fσ ideal J Ě Fin arises in this way [9, 1.2].
2.2. Trees and Suslin sets of reals. Let X0,X1 be a sets. We follow
established descriptive set theoretic conventions and call a tree T on X0ˆX1
a subset of Xăω0 ˆX
ăω
1 which is closed under initial segments and such that
pt0, t1q P T ñ lhpt0q “ lhpt1q (compare [5, 2.C]). Given t “ pt0, t1q P T ,
πptq “ t0. For any s P T , Trss “ tt P T | t is compatible with su. Of course
rT s “ tpx0, x1q P X
ω
0 ˆX
ω
1 | p@n P ωq px0æn, x1 æ nq P T u,
and for w “ px0, x1q P rT s, πpwq “ x0. Finally we write
πrT s “ tx0 P X
ω
0 | pDx1 P X
ω
1 q px0, x1q P rT su.
Recall that A Ď 2ω is κ-Suslin if and only if there exists an ordinal κ and
a tree T on 2ˆ κ such that
A “ πrT s “ tx P 2ω | pDf P κωq px, fq P rT su.
The analytic subsets of 2ω are precisely the ω-Suslin sets.
If S is a countable set we will also talk of κ-Suslin subsets of PpSq. For
this purpose we shall identify S with ω via some fixed bijection h : ω Ñ S
as well as identify each x Ď S with its characteristic function χx.
Thus, A Ď PpSq is κ-Suslin if and only if there is a tree T on 2ˆ κ such
that A “ tx P PpSq | χx ˝ h P πrT su. We shall (sloppily and through the
identifications of S with ω and χx with x) also write A “ πrT s in such a
case.
We use both Ď and Ď for the initial segment relation for sequences.
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Lemma 2.3. Let T be a tree on 2 ˆ κ and let J be a Borel ideal on a
countable set S. Then the following properties are absolute between a ground
model and its forcing extension:
(1) “πrT s Ď J `”.
(2) “πrT s is an J -almost disjoint family”.
(3) “y is J -almost disjoint from every set in πrT s”.
In the above, we mean by J the ideal obtained by interpreting the Borel
definition in the current model.
Proof. (1) Let U be a tree on 2ˆ ω such that J “ πrU s. Consider the tree
T` on 2ˆ κˆ U defined by
T` “ tpa, s, u¯q P 2
ăω ˆ ωω ˆ Uăω | lhpaq “ lhpsq “ lhpu¯q,
pa, sq P T and for all k ă lhptq
for all k1 ă k u¯pk1q Ĺ u¯pkq and
a æ k ` 1 Ď πpu¯pkqqu
where we identify a P 2ăω with tn | apnq “ 1u. Then πrT s Ď J` if and only
if rT`s “ H, which is absolute.
(2) By the previous item is suffices to show that “@x, y P πrT s x ‰ y ñ
x X y P J ” is absolute. Let U be a tree on 2 ˆ ω such that J` “ πrU s.
Consider the tree TX on T ˆ T ˆ 2ˆ ω defined by
TX “ tpt¯0, t¯1, a, sq P T ˆ T ˆ 2
ăω ˆ ωăω | lhpt¯0q “ lhpt¯1q “ lhpaq “ lhpsq,
pa, sq P U, πpt¯0q ‰ πpt¯1q,
and for all k ă lhpt¯0q,
for all k1 ă k, t¯0pk
1q Ĺ t¯0pkq P T,
t¯1pk
1q Ĺ t1pkq P T , and
a æ k ` 1 Ď πpt¯0pkqq X πpt¯1pkqqu
where we identify s P 2ăω with tn | spnq “ 1u. Then the statement in
question holds if and only if rTXs “ H, which is absolute.
(3) Similarly as the previous item (left to the reader). 
2.3. Inner model theory. It is well known that under PD the pointclasses
Π12n`1 and Σ
1
2n`2 are scaled (i.e., they have the prewellordering property—
see [10], [5, Chapter 36], or [4, §30] for an introduction to the theory of
scales). These scales provide us with tree representations for projective sets
while at the same time, each scale can be captured by a ‘small’ model. For
the proof of the next lemma, also recall that δ
„
1
n
is the supremum of the
lengths of ∆1n prewellorderings of ω
ω (see, e.g., [4, p. 423]).
Lemma 2.4. Assume PD. Suppose A is projective. There exists a model M
of ZFC and a tree T PM on ωˆκ (for some ordinal κ) such that πrT s “ A
and PpPpωqqM is countable in V .
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Proof. Given a projective set A, suppose without loss of generality that A
is Π1n, n ě 3, and n is odd. By the scale property let Tn be the tree given
by a Π1n scale on a complete Π
1
n set. Fix a P ω
ω such that A is Σ1npaq and
let M “ LrTn, as.
To see that M satisfies what is claimed in the lemma, let Mn´1paq be
the class-sized iterable model with n ´ 1 Woodin cardinals obtained by
iterating out the top extender of M#n´1paq (see Definitions 1.5 and 1.6 in
[11]). By PD this model exists and PpPpωqqMn´1paq is countable in V (by
[11, Theorem 2.1]). As is pointed out in [15, p. 12–13] (the proof is said to
be implicit in [14]) there is an iterate Q of Mn´1paq such that M “ LrQ|δ„
1
n
s
(for this we need that n is odd and n ě 3). Moreover PpPpωqqM is the same
as PpPpωqqQ, which is countable in V . By the presence of Tn and a in M ,
it is easy to obtain T such that πrT s “ A.

There is a version of this based on the full Axiom of Determinacy (AD),
which we shall also use:
Lemma 2.5. Assume AD holds and V “ LpRq. Suppose A is Σ21. There
exists a model M of ZFC and a tree T P M on ω ˆ κ (for some ordinal κ)
such that πrT s “ A and PpPpωqqM is countable in V .
Proof. As we are working in LpRq, Σ21 and Σ1pRYtRuq are the same point-
class (see, e.g., [15, p. 13]). Under the hypothesis of the lemma, by [7] this
pointclass is scaled; let T ˚ be the tree coming from this scale. According
to [15, p. 13], [14] shows that LrT ˚s “ LrQs where Q is an iterate of an
initial segment of Mω and again it holds that PpPpωqq
LrT˚s is countable in
V . Moreover A “ πrT s for some tree T such that T P LrT ˚s. 
Finally we shall need the following result (due to Woodin) known as
Solovay’s Basis Theorem (see [6, Remark 2.29(3)]).
Fact 2.6. Assume AD holds and V “ LpRq. Then every Σ21 statement is
witnessed by a set A Ď R which is itself ∆21.
3. Classical MAD families (and a bit more)
In this section we give proofs of the following:
Theorem 3.1. Let J “ Fin, or more generally J “ Finpφq where φ is an
lsc submeasure on ω.
(1) There are no analytic infinite J -MAD families.
(2) Under ZF + Dependent Choice + Projective Determinacy, there are
no projective infinite J -MAD families.
(3) Under ZF + Determinacy + V “ LpRq there are no infinite J -MAD
families.
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The first item was first shown by Mathias [8] (at least in the case of Fin).
The next two items are independently, and by a somewhat different method
shown by Neeman and Norwood [12] (also in the case of Fin).
We use the following close relative of Mathias forcing:
Definition 3.2. Suppose that I Ě Fin is an ideal on ω, and I` its co-ideal.
Define
MI “ tpa,Aq | a P rωsăω, A P I`,maxpaq ă minpAqu
ordered by
pa1, A1q ď pa,Aq if and only if a Ď a1 YA1 Ď aYA.
Of course for X,Y Ď ω, X Ď Y means X “ Y X pmaxpXq ` 1q. We write
M for MFin.
We use the following notation, which should be familiar enough:
Notation 3.3. (1) Given a filter G on MI , let
xG “
ď
ta | pDA P I`q pa,Aq P Gu.
Note that if G is MI -generic then xG R Fin.
(2) For pa,Aq PMI , and b Ď A finite, let A{b “ tn P A | n ą maxpbqu.
(3) For p PMI , we write p “ pappq, Appqq when we want to refer to its
components.
(4) For p PMI , we let MIpď pq “ tq PMI | q ď pu.
Assumption 3.4. Until the end of Section 3 let J “ Fin or more generally
J “ Finpφq and assume A Ď Ppωq is an infinite J -AD family which is
κ-Suslin. Fix a tree T on 2 ˆ κ such that πrT s “ A. Let I be the ideal
generated by AY J .
To avoid overly cumbersome notation, we shall phrase our presentation
in terms of the ideal Fin. However this section is written so that whenever
relevant, the reader may replace Fin (but not the word “finite” or the ex-
pression rωsăω) with Finpφq, for any lsc submeasure φ on ω, in which case
she must also replace “almost disjoint” by “Finpφq-AD”, etc. We will point
out how to modify proofs when these trivial substitutions do not suffice.
The main workload in the proof Theorem 3.1 is carried by the following
Main Proposition, of which we give a proof in Section 3.2 after we collect
some properties of the forcing MI in Section 3.1.
Main Proposition 3.5. ,MI p@y P πrT sq y X x 9G P Fin. In other words,
,MI x 9G R πrT s and tx 9Gu Y πrT s is an almost disjoint family.
Before we prove the Main Proposition, we show how easily it leads to
Theorem 3.1. Firstly, we give a very short proof of the classical result that
there are no analytic MAD families:
Corollary 3.6 ([8]). There are no analytic MAD families.
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Proof. Suppose A is an analytic almost disjoint family, and fix a tree T on
2 ˆ ω such that A “ πrT s (identifying Ppωq with 2ω). By Levy-Shoenfield
Absoluteness πrT sV rGs should be maximal in any forcing extension V rGs of
V ; but by Main Proposition 3.5, there is a forcing extension V rGs containing
a real which is almost disjoint from any set in πrT sV rGs. 
We likewise obtain an easy and transparent proof that under projective
determinacy, there are no projective MAD families. Here we make use of
the inner model theory facts from Section 2.3.
Corollary 3.7. Under PD there are no projective MAD families.
Proof. Assume PD holds and suppose A is an infinite almost disjoint family
which is projective. Fix a tree T so that A “ πrT s and a model M as in
the previous lemma. Note that M ( πrT s is an infinite almost disjoint
family. Working inside M let I be the ideal generated by FinYπrT s and let
P denote MI in M . As PpPpωqqM is countable in V we may find r P rωsω
which is P-generic. By Main Proposition 3.5
M rrs ( p@y P πrT sq y is almost disjoint from r.
By Item 3 of Lemma 2.3 the statement on the right is absolute for models
of ZFC and therefore holds in V . Thus, A is not maximal. 
A similar proof can be given of the AD analogue:
Corollary 3.8. If LpRq ( AD, there are no MAD families in LpRq.
Proof. Suppose towards a contradiction that V “ LpRq, AD holds, and
there is a MAD family. As the existence of a MAD family is a Σ21 statement,
by Lemma 2.6, there is a Σ21 MAD family A. By Lemma 2.5 we may pick
an ordinal κ and a tree T on κ ˆ ω such that πrT s “ A. Moreover, there
is a model M such that T P M and PpPpωqqM is countable. Now argue
precisely as in Corollary 3.7 above to show that A is not maximal, reaching
a contradiction. 
3.1. Properties of Mathias forcing relative to an ideal. For the proof
of the Main Proposition 3.5 in the next section, we need to explore the
immediate properties of the forcing notion MI .
The following lemma holds for any ideal I Ě Fin and under our Assump-
tion 3.4.
Lemma 3.9.
(1) ,MI p@y P Iq x 9G X y P Fin.
(2) ,MI x 9G P Fin
`.
(3) Fix A P I` and a0, a1 P rωs
ăω with maxpaiq ă minpAq for each
i P t0, 1u. Let pi “ pai, Aq. Then h : M
Ipď p0q Ñ M
Ipď p1q given
by
hpa0 Y b,Bq “ pa1 Y b,Bq,
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where b Ď A is finite and B Ď A{b, is an isomorphism of partial
orders.
(4) For p0, p1 as above, θ a formula in the language of set theory, and
v P V it holds that
p0 , θpv, rx 9GsE0q if and only if p1 , θpv, rx 9GsE0q
Proof. (1) For any y P I, the set
Dy “ tp PM
I | Appq X y “ Hu
is dense in MI , which implies that for any generic G we have xG X y P Fin.
(2) We verify the general case where J “ Finpφq. Supposing p , x 9G P
Finpφq we can find p1 ď p and n P ω so that p1 , φpx 9Gq ă nˇ. Since φ is
lower semi-continuous and φpApp1qq “ 8 we can find a finite set a such that
app1q Ď a Ď App1q and φpaq ą n. Since pa,App1q{aq , a Ď x 9G we reach a
contradiction.
(3) Immediate from the definitions.
(4) Suppose p1 , θpv, rx 9GsE0q. Let G be a generic such that p0 P G. Use
h : MIpď p0q ÑM
Ipď p1q from (3) to obtain a generic hpGq containing p1.
Since xGE0xhpGq, we conclude θpv, rx 9GsE0q, proving that “if” holds. The
proof of “only if” is analogous. 
Furthermore, we have the following diagonalization result.
Lemma 3.10. Let pAkqkPω be a sequence from I
` satisfying that Ak`1 Ď Ak
for every k P ω. Then there is A8 P I
` such that A8 Ď
˚ Ak for every k P ω.
In both the lemma and its proof for the case J “ Finpφq there is no need
to replace Ď˚ by Ď˚
Finpφq.
Also note that it follows that the preorder pI`,Ď˚J q is σ-closed. In fact,
I` is a selective co-ideal—however, we will only need the statement in the
lemma.
Proof. We construct two sequences pBnqnPα and pCnqnPα of length α ď ω
such that for each n ă α,
‚ Bn Ď An;
‚ for each m, Bn Ď
˚
I Am;
‚ Cn P AztAi | i ă nu;
‚ Bn X Cn R Fin and Bn X Ci P Fin for i ă n.
Suppose we have found Bi and Ci as above for i ă n. Define a sequence
m0,m1, . . . from ω by recursion on k as follows:
mk “ min
´
An`kz
`
tmi | i ă ku Y
ď
iăn
Ci
˘¯
and let B “ tmk | k P ωu.
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In the case of Finpφq, instead chose finite sets M0,M1, . . . such thatMk Ď
An`kz
`Ť
iănCi YMi
˘
and φpMkq ą 0 for each k P ω. This is possible since
for each k, An`kz
`Ť
iănCi YMi
˘
P Finpφq`. Then let B “
Ť
kPωMk.
If B P I`, we let α “ n ´ 1 and we are done, since B Ď˚ Ai for every
i P ω. If on the other hand B R I`, we let Bn “ B; since B P Fin
` we can
pick Cn P AztCi | i ă nu such that Bn X Cn R Fin.
Supposing that the construction does not end at a finite stage, let A8 “Ť
nPω Bn X Cn. It is clear by construction that A8 Ď
˚ Am for every m P ω.
Furthermore, since A8 is an infinite union of sets not in Fin which are also
subsets of distinct elements in A, and the latter is an almost disjoint family,
we conclude that A8 P I
`. 
Lemma 3.11. Let HVDpXq denote the sets which are hereditary definable
using parameters from V Y tXu. Then the following holds:
,MI pON
ωqHVDprx 9GsE0 q Ď V.
Proof. Suppose θpx1, x2, x3, x4q is a formula with all free variables shown,
p0 PM
I , a is arbitrary, and 9x is a MI-name such that
p0 , 9x : ω Ñ ON^ p@n P ωqp@α P ONq 9xpnq “ αô θpn, α, aˇ, rx 9GsE0q.
Let A0 “ App0q, and build A0 Ě A1 Ě A2 Ě ¨ ¨ ¨ and α0, α1, α2, . . . a
sequence of ordinals as follows: given An, find pb,An`1q ď papp0q, Anq and
αn such that
pb,An`1q , θpn, αˇn, aˇ, rx 9GsE0q.
Finally, find A8 such that A8 Ď
˚ An for every n P ω.
W claim that papp0q, A8q , p@n P ωq 9xpnq “ αˇn, and thus 9x P V .
To prove this, suppose towards a contradiction that there is n P ω such
that papp0q, A8q . 9xpnq “ αˇn, and find pb,Bq ď papp0q, A8q such that
pb,Bq , 9xpnq ‰ αˇn. That is, pb,Bq ,  θpn, αˇn, aˇ, rx 9GsE0q. By Fact 3.9(4),
also papp0q, Bq ,  θpn, αˇn, aˇ, rx 9GsE0q. However, since B Ď A8 Ď
˚ An`1 we
know that papp0q, B X An`1q ď papp0q, Bq, papp0q, An`1q. This contradicts
the fact that papp0q, An`1q , θpn, αˇn, aˇ, rx 9GsE0q.

3.2. The Branch Lemma. In this section we shall finally prove the Main
Proposition 3.5. We make a crucial definition (imported from [16]), followed
by some fairly straightforward observations:
Definition 3.12. For x Ď ω, let
T x “ tt P T | pDw P rTrtssq πpwq X x R Finu.
Facts 3.13.
(1) If x E0 z, then T
x “ T z. This means that for a generic G, the tree
T xG is definable from rxGsE0 .
(2) T x is a pruned tree on 2ˆ κ.
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(3) t P T x if and only if there is some y P πrT xrtss such that y X x R Fin.
(4) H R T x is equivalent to T x “ H, as well as to rT xs “ H, as well as
to that txu YA is not an AD family.
(5) Since T x is a subtree of T , πrT xs Ď A.
The proof of the Main Proposition is actually based on the following
Branch Lemma.
The Branch Lemma 3.14. ,MI |πrT
x 9Gs| ď 1.
Momentarily assuming the Branch lemma, we can very quickly show the
Main Proposition 3.5, i.e., that
,MI p@y P πrT sq y X x 9G P Fin
as follows.
Proof of the Main Proposition 3.5. Towards a contradiction, suppose G is
MI -generic and we have y P πrT sV rGs such that y X xG R Fin. By the
Branch Lemma πrT xGs “ tyu. Thus, since y is definable from rx 9GsE0 , we
have y P πrT s X V Ď I by Lemma 3.11. But then by 3.9(1), xG X y P Fin,
contradiction. Main Proposition 3.5. l
For the proof of Theorem 3.1, it remains but to prove the Branch Lemma.
Proof of the Branch Lemma 3.14. Towards a contradiction, suppose G is
MI -generic and we have distinct x0, x1 P πrT
xGs. Fix n such that x0æn ‰
x1æn, and let si “ wiæn where xi “ πpwiq and wi P rT s.
Claim 3.15. There exists t0, t1 P T
xG such that
(1) si Ď ti for i P t0, 1u;
(2) @x˚0 , x
˚
1 such that x
˚
i P πrT
xG
rtis
s it holds that x˚0 X x
˚
1 Ď πpt0q X πpt1q.
Proof of claim. Suppose otherwise. Then for all t0, t1 P T
xG extending s0, s1
respectively, there exists x˚0 , x
˚
1 such that x
˚
i P πrT
xG
rtis
s and πpt0q X πpt1q Ĺ
x˚0 X x
˚
1 . We may build branches w
˚
0 , w
˚
1 P rT
xGs such that si Ď w
˚
i and
πpw˚0 qXπpw
˚
1 q R Fin. This however contradicts the fact that πrT
xGs Ď πrT s,
which is an almost disjoint family. Claim 3.15. l
Thus, pick t0, t1 P T
xG as in the claim, and let
yi “
ď
πrT xGrtiss, i P t0, 1u.
It must be the case that y0 P V since y0 is definable from rxGsE0 (the same
is true of y1). Noting y0 P Fin
`, one of the two following cases occurs:
Case 1: xG X y0 P Fin. This, however, is a contradiction; indeed, since
y0 “
Ť
πrT
x 9G
rt0s
s where t0 P T
x 9G , Facts 3.13 yields the existence of a set
y P πrT
x 9G
rt0s
s such that y X x 9G R Fin.
Case 2: If the first case fails, since tp PMI | Appq Ď˚ y0_AppqXy0 P Finu
is dense in MI we have xG Ď
˚ y0. But then xG X y1 P Fin. This is also a
contradiction, for the same reasons as above. Lemma 3.14. l
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4. Simple Fubini products
The ideas from the previous section can be used to prove similar results
about ideals that are further up the Borel hierarchy. In this section, we will
take one step up the ladder, whilst in the following section we see that we
can go all the way.
Recall from Section 1 that given ideals J˚, Jk on ω (for each k P ω) we
can form the ideal
À
J˚
Jk on ω ˆ ω. If Jk “ J
1 for each k P ω, one writes
J˚ b J
1 for
À
J˚
Jk (called the Fubini product of J˚ with J
1).
We will study ideals of the form J “
À
Finpφq Finpφkq, where φ and φk
for each k P ω are lsc submeasures on ω. Clearly this includes FinbFin,
which is Finpφq b Finpφq where φ is the counting measure. For X Ď ω ˆ ω
we write
Xpnq “ tk P ω | pn, kq P Xu,
domJ8pXq “ tn P ω | Xpnq R Finpφnqu.
We write dom8 for dom
FinbFin
8 , and note that
Finb Fin “ tX Ď ω ˆ ω | dom8pXq P Finu.
We will use the two following orderings on Ppω ˆ ωq. For X Ď ω ˆ ω
finite and Y Ď ω ˆ ω we say
X Ď2 Y ô dompXq Ď dompY q ^ p@n P dompXqq Xpnq Ď Y pnq,
and
X Ă2 Y ô dompXq Ĺ dompY q ^ p@n P dompXqq Xpnq Ĺ Y pnq
(of course X Ď Y ðñ X “ Y X pmaxpXq ` 1q). In the general case where
J “
À
Finpφq Finpφkq, let
X Ă2 Y ô X Ď2 Y ^ φpdompXqq ă φpdompY qq^
p@n P dompXqq φnpXpnqq ă φnpY pnqq.
This section was written so that most proofs generalize almost mechanically
from FinbFin to the above more general case; often this is made possible
by the definition of Ă2 given above.
We let as usual pFinbFinq` (resp., J`) denote the co-ideal.
Definition 4.1. Let pFinbFinq`` denote the set of A P pFinbFinq` such
that for all k P dompAq, Apkq R Fin.
Conditions of the forcing notion M2 are pairs pa,Aq where
(a) a Ď ω ˆ ω and is finite;
(b) A P pFinbFinq``;
(c) maxpapkqq ă minpApkqq for every k P dompaq;
(d) dompaq Ď dompAq.
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We let pa1, A1q ď pa,Aq just in case A1 Ď A, and a Ď2 a
1 Ď aYA.
In the general case when J “
À
Finpφq Finpφkq, J
`` denotes the set of
A P J` such that for all k P dompAq, Apkq R Finpφkq. Moreover, replace
(b) in the definition1 of M2 by A P J
``.
Note that if pa,Aq is a condition inM2 then for every k P dompaq, the pair
papkq, Apkqq is a Mathias forcing condition (resp., a condition in MFinpφkq).
Moreover, the pair pdompaq,dompAqq is a Mathias forcing condition (resp.,
a condition in MFinpφq) as well.
As in the 1-dimensional case, a relativized forcing notion is needed.
Definition 4.2. If I` is a co-ideal of an ideal I Ě FinbFin, then we write
I`` for I` X pFinbFinq``. We let
MI2 “ tpa,Aq PM2 : A P I
``u
equipped with the ordering inherited from M2.
Note that if I “ J then MI2 “ M2. Note furthermore that if A P I
`,
then we can always find a subset B Ď A such that B P I``. We need to
establish some notation:
Notation 4.3.
(1) Given a filter G on MI2 , let
xG “
ď
ta : pDAqpa,Aq P Gu.
It is easy to see , x 9G P pJ q
`` when J “ FinbFin; we will check
this more carefully for
À
Finpφq Finpφkq below, see Lemma 4.8(3).
(2) For p PMI2 , we write p “ pappq, Appqq when we want to refer to the
components of p.
(3) For pa,Aq PMI2 and b Ď aYA finite, let
A{b “
ď
nPN
Apnqztm P ω | m ď maxpbpnqqu
where N “ dompbq Y rmaxpdompbqq ` 1,8q.
(4) For p PMI2 , let M
I
2 pď pq “ tq PM
I
2 | q ď pu.
Remark 4.4. Note that in order to meaningfully talk about κ-Suslin sets in
Ppωˆωq, we identify ωˆω with ω (via some fixed bijection), sets with their
characteristic functions, and in effect, Ppωˆωq with 2ω (see also Section 2.2).
Assumption 4.5. Until the end of Section 4 let J “ FinbFin, or more
generally let J “
À
Finpφq Finpφkq as above. Moreover supposeA Ď Ppωˆωq
to be a J -almost disjoint family which is κ-Suslin and fix a tree T on 2ˆ κ
such that πrT s “ A. Finally, let I be the ideal generated by AY J .
1This makes the designation somewhat ambiguous; i.e., M2 depends on the ideal J
being considered. Note that the MI2 notation does not provide a way to refer to these
variants, unlike in the previous section.
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To ease the notation, we will focus our attention on J “ FinbFin. How-
ever, our proofs work for J “
À
Finpφq Finpφkq as above. For the general
case, substitute FinbFin (but not the word finite or the expression rω2săω)
by
À
Finpφq Finpφkq, dom8 by dom
J
8, etc. wherever relevant, unless we pro-
vide commentary.
Now we are ready to state the Main Proposition regarding MI2 from
which Theorem 1.3 follows as a corollary, precisely analogous to the previous
section. The proof of the Main Proposition will again rely on a Branch
Lemma and will be postponed until Section 4.2.
Main Proposition 4.6. ,
M
I
2
p@y P πrT sq y X x 9G P FinbFin.
As in the one-dimensional case, our main result about FinbFin also
follows directly from the Main Proposition.
Corollary 4.7. Theorem 1.3 holds.
Proof. The proofs are essentially identical to those of Corollary 3.6, Corol-
lary 3.7, and Corollary 3.8, simply substituting MI2 for M
I . 
4.1. Properties of the two-dimensional forcing. Before we can prove
the Main Proposition, we shall collect some of the necessary facts about the
forcing MI2 .
Lemma 4.8.
(1) For any A P I, ,
M
I
2
x 9G X Aˇ P FinbFin.
(2) For any k P ω the partial order MI2 is isomorphic to the product
Mk ˆMI2 pď pH, pωzkq ˆ ωqq, where M
k is the set of k-tuples of
classical (1-dimensional) Mathias forcing conditions. In the general
case where J “
À
Finpφq Finpφiq we have
MI2 –
´ź
iăk
MFinpφiq
¯
ˆMI2
´
ď
`
H, pωzkq ˆ ω
˘¯
.
(3) ,
M
I
2
x 9G P pFinbFinq
``.
Proof. (1) By an easy density argument.
(2) Define a map φ : Mk ˆMI2 ÑM
I
2 by
ppci, Ciqiăk, pa,Aqq ÞÑ p
ď
iăk
tiu ˆ ci Y a,
ď
iăk
tiu ˆ Ci YAq
This map is easily seen to be bijective and order preserving. The same
definition works in the general case.
(3) Work in the general case where J “
À
Finpφq Finpφiq. First note that
,
M
I
2
dompx 9Gq “ dom8px 9Gq: For let n and p be such that p , nˇ P dompx 9Gq.
It must hold that n P dompappqq. By Lemma 3.9(2),`
appqpnq, Appqpnq
˘
,M x 9G R Finpφnq
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so by item (2) of the present lemma, p ,
M
I
2
nˇ P dom8px 9Gq.
It remains to show ,
M
I
2
dom8px 9Gq R Finpφq. Towards a contradiction,
suppose there is n and p so that p , φpdompx 9Gqq ă nˇ. Find a finite set d
such that dompappqq Ď d Ď dompappqq Y dompAppqq and φpdq ą n, and a
such that appq Ď2 a Ď appqYAppq and dompaq “ d. We reach a contradiction
since pd,Appq{dq , d Ď dompx 9Gq and φpdq ą n. 
We prove a general diagonalization result (which shall be put to use in
Lemma 4.14below):
Lemma 4.9. Let pAkqkPω be a sequence from I
`` satisfying that Ak`1 Ď Ak
for every k P ω. Then there is A8 P I
`` such that A8 Ď
˚
FinbFin Ak for
every k P ω.
In other words, pI``,Ď˚q is σ-closed. In a certain sense I` is even a
selective co-ideal, a fact which will be more or less implicit in the proof of
Lemma 4.13 below.
Proof. As in the previous section, we construct two sequences pBnqnPα and
pCnqnPα of length α ď ω such that for each n ă α,
‚ Bn P pFinbFinq
``;
‚ Bn Ď An and p@k P ωq Bn Ď
˚
FinbFin Ak;
‚ Cn P AztCi | i ă nu;
‚ Bn X Cn P pFinbFinq
` and Bn X Ci P FinbFin for i ă n.
Suppose we have found Bi and Ci as above for i ă n. Define a sequence
mn0 ,m
n
1 , . . . from ω by recursion on k as follows:
mnk “ min
´
dom
`
An`kz
`
tmi | i ă ku Y
ď
iăn
Ci
˘˘¯
and let B “
Ť
kPω An`kpm
n
kq.
In the case of Finpφq, instead chose finite sets Mn0 ,M
n
1 , . . . such that
Mnk Ď dom
`
An`kz
Ť
iănpCi YM
n
i q
˘
and φpMnk q ą 0 for each k P ω. Then
let
B “
ď
kPω
ď
mPMn
k
An`kpmq.
The remainder of the proof is essentially identical to the 1-dimensional case,
i.e., Lemma 3.10, simply replacing Fin by FinbFin everywhere. We leave
this to the reader.

4.2. The two-dimensional Branch Lemma. The crucial definition is
again that of an invariant tree, analogous to Definition 3.12.
Definition 4.10. For x Ď ω ˆ ω, let
T x “ tt P T | pDy P πrTrtssq y X x R FinbFinu
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As in Section 3.2, it is easy to see that whenever x∆x1 P FinbFin, T x “
T x
1
. Moreover Facts 3.13(2)–(5) hold here as well.
We are now ready to state the main lemma of this section.
The Branch Lemma 4.11. ,
M
I
2
|πrT x 9Gs| ď 1.
We postpone the proof of the Branch Lemma and first give the proof of
the Main Proposition 4.6, assuming the lemma. The proof is not quite as
straightforward as in the previous section, but the idea remains the same.
Proof of the Main Proposition 4.6. Suppose towards a contradiction there
is p0 PM
I
2 forcing that there is A P πrT s
V rGs with AX xG R FinbFin. By
the Branch Lemma 4.11, p0 forces that πrT
xGs has precisely one element;
let 9A be a name for it.
Claim 4.12. There is q PMI2 and A
1 P V such that q , 9A “ Aˇ1.
Proof of Claim. It suffices to show that if p ď p0 and p decides pn,mq P 9A
then in fact papp0q, Appqq decides pn,mq P 9A: For then we may pick A0 Ě
A1 Ě . . . such that for each pair pn,mq P ω ˆ ω, some papp0q, Akq decides
pn,mq P 9A; by Lemma 4.9 we can find A8 diagonalizing pAkqkPω. Any
condition below q “ papp0q, A8q is compatible with each papp0q, Akq, and so
q decides all of 9A.
So suppose p ď q decides pn,mq P 9A; we must show papp0q, Appqq decides
pn,mq P 9A. Let us suppose that p , pn,mq P 9A; the proof is similar in case
p , pn,mq R 9A and we leave this case to the reader.
Fix any MI2 -generic G such that papp0q, Appqq P G. By Lemma 4.8(2)
we can decompose G as G0 ˆ G1 where G1 is M
I
2 -generic and G0 is M
k-
generic for k large enough so that dompappqq Ď k. Note that as xG∆xG1 P
FinbFin, T xG “ T xG1 P V rG1s. Since V rGs ( πrT
xGs “ t 9AGu, by a simple
absoluteness argument the same must hold in V rG1s, i.e., 9A
G P 9V rG1s and
V rG1s ( πrT
xGs “ t 9AGu.
Since dompappqq Ď k we can find G1 which is MI2 -generic over V such
that G1 “ G10 ˆ G1 and p P G
1. Clearly pn,mq P 9AG
1
(since p , pn,mq P
9A). Arguing as before using absoluteness, this time between V rG1s and
V rG1s, 9A
G1 must equal the unique element of πrT xG1 s, i.e., 9AG
1
“ 9AG
and so pn,mq P 9AG. Since G was arbitrary, papp0q, Appqq , pn,mq P 9A
G.
Claim 4.12. l
Now A1 P πrT s X V and thus A1 P I, but also q , x 9G X Aˇ
1 R FinbFin,
contradicting Lemma 4.8(1). Main Proposition 4.6. l
We now gradually work towards the proof of the Branch Lemma, for
which it is necessary to introduce some notation. Firstly, write
U “ rω ˆ ωsăω ˆ T.
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Given a pair ~u P U , we write it as pap~uq, tp~uqq if we want to refer to the
components of ~u.
We define a partial order ďU on U as follows:
~u1 ďU ~u0 ô ap~u1q Ě2 ap~u0q ^ tp~u1q Ě tp~u0q.
Now secondly assume G is MI2 -generic over V ; working in V rGs for the
moment and for a fixed x P Ppω ˆ ωq, define the set Ux Ď U consisting of
those pairs pa, tq P U such that there is w P rTrtss with
(1) πpwq X x R FinbFin,
(2) dompaq Ď dom8pπpwq X xq and
(3) for each k P dompaq, apkq Ď πpwqpkq X xpkq.
Intuitively, Ux searches for a branch through T whose projection has
large intersection with x and a subset of this intersection in pFinbFinq``
to witness its largeness.
In analogy to the tree T x, when ~u0 P U write U
x
r~u0s
for t~u P U | ~u ďU ~u0u.
The following three lemmas gather some observations concerning UxG
which will be important in the proof of the Branch Lemma.
Lemma 4.13. Suppose pa,Aq , ~u P Ux 9G .
(1) It holds that a Ě ap~uq.
(2) The set A1 Ď ω ˆ ω defined by
A1 “ tpk, lq | pDp1 ď pa,AqqpD~u1 ďU ~uq pk, lq P ap~u
1q ^ p1 , ~u1 P Ux 9Gu
is not in I.
(3) For any k P dompap~uqq, the set Ak Ď ω defined by
tl | pDp1 ď pa,AqqpD~u1 ďU ~uq l P ap~u
1qpkq ^ p1 , ~u1 P Ux 9Gu
is not in Fin (resp., in Finpφkq).
Proof. (1) Immediate from the definition of Ux 9G .
(2) Assume to the contrary that A1 P I. Then AzA1 P I`, so take
B Ď AzA1 such that B P I`` and set p “ pa,Bq PMI2 . Since p , ~u P U
x 9G
we can find a name 9w such that
p , 9w P πrTrtp~uqss ^ 9w X x 9G R FinbFin .
(In fact, all we need here is that p , T x 9G ‰ H). Thus we can extend p
to p1 to force a pair pk, lq into 9w X x 9Gzappq. But it has to be the case that
pk, lq P app1q, whence pk, lq P A1 by definition of A1, contradicting that also
pk, lq P B which is disjoint from A1.
(3) Assume to the contrary that k P dompap~uqq and Ak P Fin. Take
B Ď Azptku ˆ Akq such that B P I
``, and set p “ pa,Bq P MI2 . Since
p , ~u P Ux 9G we can find a name 9w such that
p , 9w P πrTrtp~uqss ^ 9w X x 9G P pFinbFinq
`.
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and
p , dompap~uqq Ď dom8p 9w X x 9Gq.
As k P dom8p 9w X x 9Gq, we can extend p to p
1 to force a pair pk, lq into
9wX x 9Gzappq. But as in the proof of the previous item, it has to be the case
that pk, lq P app1q, whence l P Ak by definition of Ak, contradicting that also
l P Bpkq which is disjoint from Ak. 
In order to prove the two-dimensional Branch Lemma, we also need to
introduce the partially ordered set Γ defined as follows:
Γ “ tpp, ~u0, ~u1q PMI2 ˆ U ˆ U | p@i P t0, 1uq p , ~u
i P Ux 9Gu.
This set carries a weak and a strict order, defined as follows:
pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q ďΓ pp0, ~u
0
0, ~u
1
0q
if and only if p1 ď p0, and for each i P t0, 1u, apu
i
1q Ě2 apu
i
0q and tpu
i
1q Ě
tpui0q (that is, u
i
1 ďU u
i
0); and
pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q ăΓ pp0, ~u
0
0, ~u
1
0q
if and only in addition, ap~u00q X ap~u
1
0q Ă2 ap~u
0
1q X ap~u
1
1q.
Note that Γ is well-founded with respect to the second, strict ordering
ăΓ; indeed, suppose towards a contradiction that there is an infinite ăΓ-
descending sequence
. . . ăΓ pp3, ~u
0
3, ~u
1
3q ăΓ pp2, ~u
0
2, ~u
1
2q ăΓ pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q
from Γ. Define
yi “
ď
ną1
tp~uinq
for i P t0, 1u and
A “
ď
ną1
ap~u0nq X ap~u
1
nq.
Since the sequence is ăΓ-decreasing and from Γ, A P pFinbFinq
`` and
A Ď πpy0q X πpy1q, contradicting that πrT s is FinbFin-almost disjoint.
The following lemma says that we can approximate UxG reasonably well
in the ground model. A very similar proof shows that MI2 is proper.
Lemma 4.14. For each ~u0 P U the set Dp~u0q is dense and open in M
I
2 ,
where we define Dp~u0q to be the set of p PM
I
2 such that for all p
1 ď p and
any ~u P U ,”
p1 , ~u P U
x 9G
r~u0s
ı
ñ papp1q, Appq{app1qq , pDt P T q pap~uqq, tq P U
x 9G
r~u0s
.
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The proof follows the same strategy as Lemma 4.9 (the diagonalization
lemma) to build a set in I``. While we build this set, we carefully anticipate
each of its finite subsets a to see if there is some t P T and some forcing
condition q PMI2 which forces pa, tq to be in U
x 9G . If so, we make sure that
our final set is contained in aYApqq. We succeed as there are only countably
many finite a Ď ω ˆ ω to consider. Note though that due to the nature of
the proof of Lemma 4.9, we have to consider each finite a again and again,
and the construction potentially takes ω ˆ ω stages.
Proof. Fix q0 P M
I
2 and ~u0 P U such that q , ~u0 P U
x 9G . We construct
q ď q0 such that q P Dp~u0q.
As in the proof of Lemma 4.9, we construct sequences B0, B1, . . . , and
C0, C1, . . . both of which are possibly finite, such that whenever defined
‚ Bn P pFinbFinq
``;
‚ Cn P AztCi | i ă nu;
‚ Bn X Cn P pFinbFinq
` while for i ă n, Bn XCi P FinbFin.
Suppose Bi and Ci have been defined for i ă n (this includes the case
n “ 0). In ω-many steps we define a descending sequence of conditions
pbkn, B
k
nqk from M
I
2 and at the end let
(4.1) Bn “
ď
kPω
bkn.
If n “ 0, let b00 “ apq0q and B
0
0 “ Apq0q. Otherwise, let
b0n “
ď
i,jăn
bij
and
B0n “
`
Bn´1n´1 æ dompb
0
nq
˘
YBn´1n´1z
ď
tCi | i ă nu
noting that B0n P pFinbFinq
` since Bn´1n´1 P I
`` by induction hypothesis.
So pb0n, B
0
nq PM
I
2 and B
0
n X Ci P FinbFin for i ă n.
Supposing we have already defined pbkn, B
k
nq P M
I
2 we thin out B
k
n to
B˚ P I`` in finitely many steps such that whenever a Ď bkn and
(4.2) pDp1 ď papq0q, B
k
nqqpD~u P Uq ap~uqq “ a^ app
1q Ď bkn ^ p
1 , ~u P U
x 9G
r~u0s
then for some t1 P T
(4.3) papp1q, B˚q , pap~uq, t1q P U
x 9G
r~u0s
.
Extend bkn to the some finite (we mean finite also in the general case!) set
bk`1n Ď ω ˆ ω satisfying
(4.4) bkn Ă2 b
k`1
n Ď b
k
n YB
˚
and let
Bk`1n “ B
˚{bk`1n .
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Assuming we have defined bkn for each k P ω and letting Bn be defined by
(4.1), note that (4.4) ensures that Bn P pFinbFinq
``. Should it be the case
that Bn P I
` the construction terminates and we let
q “ papq0q, Bnq.
Otherwise, we may chose Cn P AztCi | i ă nu such that Cn X Bn P
pFinbFinq` as in Lemma 4.9 and continue the construction.
If the construction does not terminate at any stage n ă ω, let
B8 “
ď
nPω
bnn.
Note that B8 “
Ť
kPω Bk and thus since B8 X Ck P pFinˆFinq
` for each
k P ω, it must be the case that B8 P I
`` (as in the proof of Lemma 4.9).
So we obtain a condition in MI2 by letting
q “ papq0q, B8q.
To see that q P Dp~u0q, let p
1 ď q, ~u P U such that p1 , ~u P U
x 9G
r~u0s
be given.
Let us first assume that the construction did not stop at any stage n ă ω
and that B8 is defined. We can find n ą 0 so that app
1q Ď bn´1n´1. Thus, at
stage k “ n in the construction of Bn, (4.2) was satisfied for a “ ~u, and so
(4.3) is also satisfied. By construction B8zb
n´1
n´1 Ď B
n
n . Thus any condition
below papp1q, B8q “ papp
1q, Apqqq is compatible with papp1q, Bnnq, and so we
may replace B˚ by Apqq in (4.3), obtaining
pDt P T q papp1q, Apqqq , ~u P U
x 9G
r~u0s
and showing that q P Dp~uq.
If the construction of B0, B1, . . . terminated with Bn P I
``, we may find
k such that app1q Ď bk´1n and argue similarly with Bn in place of B8. 
The proof of the Branch Lemma will crucially depend on the following
simple lemma. It plays the same role as Lemma 3.9(4) in that it allows us
to change the finite part of a condition while maintaining that something is
forced about Ux
9G
.
Lemma 4.15. For any p PMI2 , ~u P U such that p , ~u P U
x 9G , any a Ď appq
and a1 Ď aX ap~uq, it holds that
pa,Appq{aq , pa1, tp~uqq P Ux 9G .
Proof. Let G be a generic over V with pa,Appq{aq P G, and let
I “ dompappqqzdompaq.
SupposeH is
ś
jPIM-generic over V rGs such that pappqpjq, AppqpjqqjPI P H.
Then GˆH is generic over V for
MI2 ˆ
ź
jPI
M.
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We define a bijection
φ : MI2
´
ď
`
a1, Appq{a1
˘¯
ˆ
ź
jPI
M
´
ď
`
appqpjq, Appqpjq
˘¯
ÑMI2 pď pq
by ppb,Bq, pcj , CjqjPIq ÞÑ pa
˚, A˚q where
a˚pkq “
$’’&
’’%
appqpkq Y
`
bpkqzapkq
˘
if k P dompaq;
ck if k P I;
bpkq otherwise.
and
A˚pkq “
#
Ck if k P I;
Bpkq otherwise.
Note that p P φpG ˆ Hq, so ~u P UxφpGˆHq in V rGsrHs. By definition of
Ux this means that in V rGs we can find w P rTrtp~uqss so that
(4.5) pDu P pFinbFinq``q a Ď u Ď πpwq X xφpGˆHq.
Since a2 Ď xG and since xG∆xφpGˆHq P FinbFin we may replace a by a
1
and then xφpGˆHq by xG in (4.5), and thus
(4.6) pDx P πrTrtp~uqssqpDu P pFinbFinq
``q a2 Ď u Ď πpxq X xG.
It is easy to find a tree S P V rGs such that rSs consists of the (codes for)
pairs px, uq witnessing the two existential quantifiers in (4.6). Since being
well-founded is absolute between models of ZFC, we conclude (4.6) holds in
V rGs. But (4.6) implies (in fact, is equivalent to) pa1, tp~uqq P UxG , so since
G was arbitrary, we have shown that pa1, A{a1q , pa2, tp~uqq P Ux 9G . 
With this notation and the lemmas at our disposal, we are ready to prove
,
M
I
2
|πrT x 9Gs| ď 1,
i.e., the Branch Lemma 4.11.
Proof of the Branch Lemma 4.11. Assume towards a contradiction that the
lemma is false, whence we may find p PMI2 and a pair ofM
I
2 -names 9w
0 and
9w1 so that
p , p@i P t0, 1uq 9wi P rT x 9Gs ^ x 9G X πp 9w
iq R FinbFin
and p , πp 9w0q ‰ πp 9w1q. Then clearly we may also find pp0, ~u
0
0, ~u
1
0q P Γ such
that πptp~u00qq ‰ πptp~u
1
0qq (ap~u
i
0q plays no role here).
Claim 4.16. One of the following holds:
(1) There is n˚ P ω and pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q ďΓ pp0, ~u
0
0, ~u
1
0q in Γ such that for any
pp2, ~u
0
2, ~u
1
2q ďΓ pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q from Γ, dompap~u
0
2qq X dompap~u
1
2qq Ď n
˚;
or
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(2) There is pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q ďΓ pp0, ~u
0
0, ~u
1
0q, l
˚ P ω and k˚ P dompap~u01qq X
dompap~u11qq such that for any pp2, ~u
0
2, ~u
1
2q ďΓ pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q from Γ,
ap~u02qpk
˚q X ap~u12qpk
˚q Ď l˚.
Proof of Claim. Suppose that both Items 1 and 2 above fail; we show that
there is a ăΓ-descending sequence in Γ, which contradicts the wellfounded-
ness of pΓ,ăΓq.
It suffices to show that any pp, ~u0, ~u1q ďΓ pp0, ~u
0
0, ~u
1
0q has a ăΓ-extension.
That Items 1 and 2 above fail means precisely that
(1’) For each n P ω and pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q ďΓ pp0, ~u
0
0, ~u
1
0q in Γ there is n
˚ ą n
and pp2, ~u
0
2, ~u
1
2q ďΓ pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q from Γ such that n P dompap~u
0
2qq X
dompap~u12qq; and
(2’) For each pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q ďΓ pp0, ~u
0
0, ~u
1
0q, k
˚ P dompap~u01qq X dompap~u
1
1qq
and l P ω there is l˚ ą l and pp2, ~u
0
2, ~u
1
2q ďΓ pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q from Γ such
that
l P ap~u02qpk
˚q X ap~u12qpk
˚q.
This means that in finitely many steps, we can extend any pp, ~u0, ~u1q ďΓ
pp0, ~u
0
0, ~u
1
0q to some pq, ~v
0, ~v1q ďΓ pp, ~u
0, ~u1q so that
ap~u0q X ap~u1q Ă2 ap~v
0q X ap~v1q
by applying (2’) once for each vertical in ap~u0qX ap~u1q and (1’) once for the
domain. Thus pq, ~v0, ~v1q ăΓ pp, ~u
0, ~u1q. 
Finally, having established that one of Items 1 and 2 above must hold,
we use Lemmas 4.15 and 4.14 to finish the proof of Lemma 4.11 by case
distinction.
Case 1: If Item 2 holds, we may fix pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q P Γ, l
˚ P ω and k˚ P
dompap~u01qq X dompap~u
1
1qq such that for any pp2, ~u
0
2, ~u
1
2q ďΓ pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q from
Γ,
ap~u02qpk
˚q X ap~u12qpk
˚q Ď l˚.
We may also assume that p1 P Dp~u
0
1q XDp~u
1
1q (see Lemma 4.14). We now
reach a contradiction: Define A Ď ωˆω by letting Apkq “ App1qpkq for each
k ‰ k˚, and letting
Apk˚q “ tl P ω | pDp ď p1qpD~u ďU ~u
0
1q l P ap~uqpk
˚q ^ p , ~u P Ux 9Gu.
Lemma 4.13 ensures that A P I``. Let
p˚ “ papp1q, Aq.
Since p˚ , ~u11 P U
x 9G , we can find p ď p˚, l P ωzl˚ and ~u such that
l P ap~uqpk˚q ^ p , ~u P U
x 9G
r~u1
1
s
.
It follows that l P Apk˚q and so by definition of Apk˚q we can find p1 ď p1
and ~u1 such that
l P ap~u1qpk˚q ^ p1 , ~u1 P U
x 9G
r~u0
1
s
.
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Then, as p, p1 ď p1 and p1 P Dp~u
0
1qXDp~u
1
1q, we can find ~u
0 and ~u1 such that
l P ap~u0qpk˚q ^ pappq, App1q{appqq , ~u
0 P U
x 9G
r~u0
1
s
and
l P ap~u1qpk˚q ^ papp1q, App1q{app
1qq , ~u1 P U
x 9G
r~u1
1
s
.
Note that tpk˚, lqu Y ap~ui1q Ď app1q Ď appq X app
1q for each i P t0, 1u. Let
a “ appq X app1q, let p2 “ pa,App1q{aq and let a
i “ ap~ui1q Y tpk
˚, lqu for each
i P t0, 1u. By Lemma 4.15 we conclude
p2 , pa
i, tp~uiqq P U
x 9G
r~ui
1
s
,
which contradicts the choice of pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q and l
˚.
Case 2: Otherwise, Item 1 holds and we may fix n˚ P ω and pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q P
Γ such that for any pp2, ~u
0
2, ~u
1
2q ďΓ pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q from Γ,
dompap~u02qq X dompap~u
1
2qq Ď n
˚.
We now argue entirely analogously to the previous case, but in the domain
instead of in one of the verticals. To this end, set
A1 “ tpk, lq | pDp ď p1qpD~u ďU ~u
0
1q pk, lq P ap~u
1q ^ p , ~u P Ux 9Gu.
Note that A1 Ď App1q and A P I
` by Lemma 4.13 (2). Let A Ď A1 be
the largest subset satisfying A P I``. Letting p˚ “ papp1q, Aq we reach a
contradiction almost exactly as in the previous case; details are left to the
reader. Lemma 4.11. l
5. Iterated Fubini products
In this section we will look at iterated Fubini products of Finpφq-ideals.
In order to study these, we will first recursively define sets Mα:
Definition 5.1. SetM1 “ ω. For a successor ordinal, setMα`1 “ ωˆMα.
For α limit ordinal, fix once and for all a sequence pαnqnPω Ď α which is
cofinal in α, and set Mα “
Ť
nPωtnu ˆM
αn .
We will fix some notation concerning the sets Mα:
Notation 5.2. Let X ĎMα. We set
Xpnq “ tx P
ď
βăα
Mβ | pn, xq P Xu.
For α ą 1, we let as usual dompXq “ tn P ω | Xpnq ‰ Hu. If pn0, . . . , nkq P
ωk`1 satisfies that n0 P dompXq and for every 1 ď i ă k we have ni P
dompXpn0q ¨ ¨ ¨ pni´1qq and nk P Xpn0q ¨ ¨ ¨ pnkq Ď ω, we say that pn0, . . . , nkq
is a terminal sequence. Any proper initial segment of a terminal sequence in
X is called a domain sequence in X. Note that we allow a domain sequence
to be empty, and set XpHq “ X. We will often refer to domain sequences
and terminal sequences as vectors, ~n “ pn0, . . . , nkq, and we will write Xp~nq
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for Xpn0q ¨ ¨ ¨ pnkq, ~npiq for ni, ~næ l for pn0, . . . , nl´1q when 1 ď l ď k`1 and
lhp~nq for k ` 1, of course setting ~n æ 0 “ H and lhpHq “ 0. We also set
domαpXq “ t~n æ l | l ă lhp~nq ^ ~n P Xu
i.e., the set of domain sequences in X. We denote by δαp~nq the ordinal
δ ď α such that Xp~nq Ď M δ. If the origin of the domain sequence ~n is
unambiguous, we will often just write δp~nq.
We now define a hierarchy of ideals which complexity-wise lies cofinal in
the Borel hierarchy:
Definition 5.3. We define an ideal Finα onMα for α P ω1zt0u by recursion
as follows:
‚ Fin1 “ Fin.
‚ For a successor ordinal α` 1 ą 1, set
A P Finα`1 ô tn P ω | Apnq R Finαu P Fin .
‚ For a limit ordinal α with cofinal sequence pαnqnPωq, set
A P Finα ô tn P ω | Apnq R Finαnu P Fin .
Generalizing the previous definition, we also define iterated Fubini prod-
ucts of a sequence of Fσ ideals on ω (given as the finite part of a submeasure):
Definition 5.4. We define an ideal Finαp~φq on Mα, where ~φ “ pφβq0ăβďα
is a sequence of lsc submeasures on ω and α P ω1zt0u. The definition is
again by recursion on α:
‚ For α “ 1 and A ĎM1 set
A P Finp~φq ô A P Finpφ1q.
‚ For a successor ordinal α ą 1 and A ĎMα set
A P Finp~φq ô tn P ω | Apnq R Finp~φ æ αqu P Finpφαq.
‚ For a limit ordinal α with cofinal sequence pαnqnPωq and A Ď M
α
set
A P Finp~φq ô tn P ω | Apnq R Finpφ æ αn ` 1qu P Finpφαq.
Clearly Finα “ Finp~φq where for each β, φβ is just the counting measure.
(One could think of defining yet more general ideals of the form Finp~φq on
Mα where ~φ “ pφsqsPDpαq is an assignment of submeasures to the set Dpαq
of domain sequences in Mα, letting Dp1q “ tHu. Write
~φpnq “ pφn"tqtPDpαnq,
where if α is a limit ordinal, pαnqnPω is its cofinal sequence and if α is a
successor, we let αn “ α ´ 1. We can define Finp~φq by recursion on α as
follows: For α “ 1, let X P Finp~φq ðñ φHpXq ă 8; for α ą 1, let
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X P Finp~φq ðñ φHptn P ω | Xpnq P Finp~φpnqquq ă 8. We conjecture all
our proofs go through.)
Since we can view any element inMα as a finite sequence in ω, the setMα
can be identified with a subset of ωăω—to be precise, with the set of terminal
sequences in Mα. Note that a set a Ď Mα is finite if and only if there are
finite sets K0, . . . Kn´1 with Ki Ď ω such that a Ď K0 ˆK1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKn´1
under this identification. Furthermore, there is a natural ordering on Mα,
namely the lexicographical ordering, ďlex, inherited from ω
ăω. We will also
consider several other orderings on Mα:
Definition 5.5. We recursively define Ďα on M
α as follows:
‚ Set X Ď1 Y if and only if X Ď Y , i.e. if X is an initial segment of
Y .
‚ Set X Ďα`1 Y if and only if dompXq Ď dompY q and for every
i P dompY q we have Xpiq Ďα Y piq;
‚ For α a limit ordinal with cofinal sequence pαnqnPω, we set X Ďα Y
if and only if dompXq Ď dompY q and for every i P dompY q we have
Xpiq Ďαi Y piq.
In order to determine if a set properly extends another set, we need a
strict ordering Ăα onM
α to be a version of Ďα which is strict at every level.
For the case J “ Finα we make the following definition:
‚ Set X Ă1 Y if and only if X Ĺ Y , i.e. if X is a proper initial segment
of Y .
‚ Set X Ăα`1 Y if and only if dompXq Ĺ dompY q and for every
i P dompXq we have Xpiq Ăα Y piq;
‚ For α a limit ordinal with cofinal sequence pαnqnPω, we set X Ăα Y
if and only if dompXq Ĺ dompY q and for every i P dompY q we have
Xpiq Ăαi Y piq.
In the general case of an ideal J “ Finp~φq on Mα, we define Ăα on M
α
by recursion on α as follows:
‚ Set X Ă1 Y if and only if X Ď Y and φ1pXq ă φ1pY q.
‚ Set X Ăα`1 Y if and only if dompXq Ď dompY q,
φα`1pdompXqq ă φα`1pdompY qq,
and for every i P dompXq we have Xpiq Ăα Y piq;
‚ For α a limit ordinal with cofinal sequence pαnqnPω, we set X Ăα Y
if and only if dompXq Ď dompY q, φαpdompXqq ă φαpdompY qq, and
for every i P dompY q we have Xpiq Ăαi Y piq.
As was the case for the previous section, the material of the present sec-
tion generalizes almost mechanically from Fin to Finα. Often this is made
possible by of the above definition of Ăα.
When defining the α-dimensional Mathias forcing notion, we will need an
ordering ăα on M
α defined as follows:
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‚ Set X ă1 Y if and only if maxpXq ă minpY q.
‚ Set X ăα`1 Y if and only if dompXq Ĺ dompY q, and for every
i P dompXq we have Xpiq ăα Y piq.
‚ For α a limit ordinal with cofinal sequence pαnqnPω, we set X ăα Y
if and only if dompXq Ĺ dompY q and for every i P dompY q we have
Xpiq ăαi Y piq.
We let as usual pFinαq` denote the co-ideal.
The α-dimensional forcing notion is now defined as follows:
Definition 5.6. Let pFinαq`` denote the set of A ĎMα such that for every
~n P domαpAq we have Ap~nq R Fin
δαp~nq. Conditions of Mα are pairs pa,Aq
where
(a) a ĎMα is finite;
(b) A P pFinαq``;
(c) a ăα A.
We let pa1, A1q ď pa,Aq if and only if A1 Ď A and a Ďα a
1 Ď aYA.
For the general case, define Finp~φq`` to be the set of A ĎMα such that
such that for every ~n P domαpAq we have Ap~nq R Finp~φ æ δp~nq ` 1q. and
replace (b) by A P Finpφq`` in the definition of Mα.
Note that for any ~n P domαpaq, the pair pap~nq, Ap~nqq is a forcing condition
inMδαp~nq. The pair pdompaq,dompAqq is a classical (1-dimensional) Mathias
forcing condition. As before, we need a relativized forcing notion:
Definition 5.7. If I` is the co-ideal of an ideal I Ě Finα, then we write
I`` for I` X pFinαq`` and we let
MIα “ tpa,Aq PMα | A P I
``u.
Note that if I “ Finα then MIα “Mα. Note furthermore that if A P I
`,
then we can always find B Ď A such that B P I``.
Notation 5.8.
(1) For any X P Mα, we define the generalized infinity domain by
dom8α pXq “ t~n P domαpXq | Xp~nq R Fin
δαp~nqu, and note that
A P pFinαq`` if and only if domαpAq “ dom
8
α pAq.
(2) Given a filter G on MIα, let
xG “
ď
ta | pDAqpa,Aq P Gu
We will see that for MIα-generic G, xG P pFin
αq`` holds in V rGs.
(3) For a condition p PMIα, we write pappq, Appqq when we want to refer
to its components.
(4) For pa,Aq PMIα and b Ď A finite, let
A{b “
ď
~nPdomαpAq
Ap~nqz
 
x PM δαp~nq |
`
D~m P bp~nq
˘
x ďlex ~m
(
.
(5) For p PMIα, we let M
I
αpď pq “ tq PM
I
α | q ď pu.
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Remark 5.9. The definition of A{b was made to guarantee b ăα A{b. Note
that ~n P A{b if and only if ~n R b and letting ~n æ l be the longest common
initial segment of ~n with some element of b, then there is no ~m P b with
~n æ l Ď ~m and ~nplq ă ~mplq.
Following the same strategy as in previous sections, our main pursuit will
be a generalization of the Main Proposition 4.6.
Remark 5.10. Recall that in order to meaningfully talk about κ-Suslin sets in
PpMαq, we identifyMα with ω (via some fixed arbitrary bijection), sets with
their characteristic functions, and in effect, PpMαq with 2ω (as described in
Section 2.2).
Assumption 5.11. For the remainder of this article, let J “ Finα where
α ě 2 (or more generally, J “ Finp~φq. Suppose A Ď PpMαq to be a J -
almost disjoint family which is κ-Suslin. Moreover, fix a tree T on 2 ˆ κ
such that πrT s “ A. Finally, let I be the ideal generated by AY Finα. We
leave it to the reader to make trivial substitutions to adapt the proofs to
the case of Finp~φq-AD families, but do give details when the proofs differ
substantially.
Although the proofs in this section work for Finp~φq as above we will of
notational concern only consider the case where φβ is the counting measure
for 0 ă β ď α, i.e., where J “ Finα. Whenever relevant, we either make an
explicit comment or the reader can substitute Finα by Finp~φq (but again,
do not substitute for the word finite).
Main Proposition 5.12. ,MIα p@y P πrT sq y X x 9G P Fin
α.
The Main Proposition will be proved in Section 5.2 below. All our results
about Finα from Theorem 1.4 follow from the Main Proposition 5.12 as a
corollary:
Corollary 5.13. Assuming the Main Proposition 5.12, Theorem 1.4 holds.
Proof. It suffices to replace MI by MIα in the proofs of Corollaries 3.6, 3.7,
and 3.8 (just as we did in Corollary 4.7 in the two-dimensional case). 
5.1. Properties of the general higher-dimensional forcing. Before we
prove the Main Proposition 5.12 we collect the necessary facts about MIα.
Lemma 5.14.
(1) For any A P I, ,MIα x 9G X Aˇ P Fin
α.
(2) Let k P ω. The partial order MIα`1 is isomorphic to the product
MIα`1pď pH, Aqq ˆ pMαq
k, where A “ t~n P Mα | ~np0q ě ku, and
by pMαq
k we mean k-fold (side-by-side) product of α-dimensional
Mathias forcing Mα. If α is a limit ordinal, M
I
α is isomorphic to
MIαpď pH, Aqq ˆ pΠiăkMαiq.
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(3) ,MIα x 9G P pFin
αq``.
Proof. (1) Follows by an obvious density argument.
(2) First we consider the successor case. Define a map
φ : MIα`1pď pH, Aqq ˆ pMαq
k ÑMIα`1
by `
pb,Bq, pci, Ciqiăk
˘
ÞÑ
´ ď
iăk
tiu ˆ ci Y b,
ď
iăk
tiu ˆ Ci YB
¯
.
For a limit ordinal α the map can be defined in exactly the same way. Both
of these maps are easily seen to be bijective and order preserving.
(3) This is shown easily by induction, slightly adapting the general case
of the proof of 4.8(3). We leave this to the reader. 
We shall need a more sophisticated way of decomposing the forcing as a
product.
Towards this, let us regard Mα and a as trees, ordered by the initial
segment relation Ď. Given ~n P A, let us see how we can characterize the
“type” of ~n in relation to a with respect to ďlex.
First note that since a Ďα A it is enough to characterize the type of
~n æ plhp~nq ´ 1q relative to the following set of domain sequences
a˚ “
 
~n1 æ
`
lhp~n1q ´ 1
˘
| ~n1 P a
(
(for if ~n extends ~n˚ P a˚, ~n1 ălex ~n for every ~n
1 P a which extends ~n˚).
Let ~n0, . . . , ~nk enumerate a
˚ in lexicographically increasing order, and let
~ni be lexicographically maximal in a
˚ such that ~ni ďlex ~n. We then know
by a Ďα A that ~n must have a longer initial segment in common with ~ni
than it does with ~ni`1, provided i ă k.
Let therefore ~mi be the shortest initial segment of ~ni such that ~mi ălex
~ni`1 for i ă k, and let ~mk “ H. We have just seen that ~mi Ď ~n. Moreover
if j ă i, ~mj Ę ~n (for ~mj ălex ~nj`1 ďlex ~ni and so ~mj ălex ~n).
We have thus shown the following lemma:
Lemma 5.15. Suppose pa,Aq PMIα. Let ~n0, . . . , ~nk enumerate
a˚ “
 
~n1 æ
`
lhp~n1q ´ 1
˘
| ~n1 P a
(
in lexicographically ascending order, let ~mk “ H and for i ă k let ~mi be the
shortest initial segment of ni such that ~mi ălex ~ni`1 (just as above).
Then for each ~n P A there is precisely one i such that ~mi Ď ~n and ~ni ďlex ~n
(namely the maximal i such that ~ni ďlex ~n).
Technical as the previous lemma may be, it allows us to decompose the
forcing as a product in a very useful manner.
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Lemma 5.16. Suppose pa,Aq P MIα, and ~m0, . . . , ~mk and ~n0, . . . , ~nk are
defined as in the previous lemma. Then MIα
`
ď pa,Aq
˘
is isomorphic to
(5.1)
ˆź
iăk
Mδp~miq
´
ď
`
ap~niq, Aip~miq
˘¯˙
ˆMIα
´
ď
`
ap~nkq, Ak
˘¯
where
Ai “ AX t~n | ~mi Ď ~n^ ~ni ďlex ~nu
for each i ď k.
Proof. The crucial observation is that by Lemma 5.15, A may be written as
a disjoint union
(5.2) A “
ď
iďk
Ai
Define a map φ fromMIα
`
ď pa,Aq
˘
to the forcing in (5.1) as follows: For
pb,Bq ď pa,Aq define
φpb,Bq “
`
pbXAiqp~miq, pB XAiqp~miq
˘
iďk
.
Using the partition from (5.2), it is straightforward to verify that this map
is an isomorphism of partial orders. 
Of course we also have a diagonalization lemma (compare Lemmas 3.10
resp. 4.9) for MIα.
Lemma 5.17. Let pAkqkPω be a sequence from I
`` satisfying Ak`1 Ď Ak
for every k P ω. Then there is A8 P I
`` such that A8 Ď
˚
Finα Ak for every
k P ω.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 4.9 can be transcribed completely mechanically
by replacing FinbFin by Finα everywhere; we leave this to the reader. 
5.2. The Branch Lemma for general higher dimensions. The reader
will find that our line of argumentation in this section is remarkably close
to that of the previous section; of course this is only true since the proofs
there were written with the general case in mind.
Yet again, the crucial definition is that of an invariant tree, analogous to
Definitions 3.12 and 4.10.
Definition 5.18. For x ĎMα, let
T x “ tt P T | pDw P πrTrtssq w X x R Fin
αu
As in Sections 3.2 and 4.2, it is easy to see that whenever x∆x1 P Finα,
T x “ T x
1
. Moreover Facts 3.13(2)–(5) hold here as well.
We are now ready to state the main lemma of this section.
The Branch Lemma 5.19. ,MIα |πrT
x 9Gs| ď 1.
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In keeping with the pattern established in previous sections, we postpone
the proof of the Branch Lemma and first give the proof of the Main Propo-
sition 5.19, assuming the lemma. The proof is verbatim the proof of Main
Proposition 4.6 except that we use Lemma 5.14(2)to decompose the forcing;
we repeat it for the incredulous reader.
Proof of Main Proposition 5.12. Suppose towards a contradiction that some
p0 PM
I
α forces that there is A P πrT s
V r 9Gs with AX x 9G R Finα. The Branch
Lemma 5.19 lets us choose a name 9A so that p0 , πrT
x 9Gs “ t 9Au.
As in the proof of Main Proposition 4.6 on p. 16, we show the following
claim:
Claim 5.20. There is q PMIα and A
1 P πrT s such that q , 9A “ Aˇ1.
Proof of Claim. By the generalized diagonalization lemma (Lemma 5.17), it
suffices to show that if p ď p0 and p decides ~n P 9A then in fact papp0q, Appqq
decides ~n P 9A.
So let us assume p , ~n P 9A (if p , ~n R 9A the proof is similar). We must
show that for an arbitrary MIα-generic G with papp0q, Appqq P G, it holds
that ~n P 9AG.
Fix k large enough so that dompappqq Ď k. By Lemma 5.14(2) we can
decompose G as G0 ˆ G1 where G0 is generic for
ś
iăkM
Finαi
αi
and G1 is
MIα-generic. As xG∆xG1 P Fin
α, T xG “ T xG1 P V rG1s.
By absoluteness, 9AG P V rG1s and πrT
xGs “ t 9AGu holds in both V rGs
and V rG1s.
Since appq Ď
ś
iăktiuˆM
αi we can find G10 which is p
ś
iăkMαi , V rG1sq-
generic over V rG1s so that letting G
1 “ G10 ˆ G1, p P G
1. Again by Finα-
invariance of T x and by absoluteness, 9AG
1
P V rG1s and πrT
xG1 s “ t 9AG
1
u
and so 9AG
1
“ 9AG and ~n P 9AG. Claim 5.20. l
Just as in the proof of Main Proposition 4.6 we conclude that A1 P I
by absoluteness while q , x 9G X Aˇ
1 R Finα, contradicting Lemma 5.14(1).
Main Proposition 5.12. l
Gradually working towards a proof of the Branch Lemma 5.19, we start
by introducing some notation. Set
U “ tpa, tq P PpMαq ˆ T | a is finiteu.
For ~u P U , we will often write ~u “ pap~uq, tp~uqq. Define an ordering ďU on U
by
~u1 ďU ~u0 ô ap~u1q Ěα ap~u0q ^ tp~u1q Ě tp~u0q.
Assume for a moment that G isMIα-generic over V and work in V rGs. For
a fixed x P PpMαq, define a set Ux Ď U consisting of those pairs pa, tq P U
such that there is w P rTrtss with
(1) πpwq X xG R Fin
α,
(2) domαpaq Ď dom
8
α pxX πpwqq and
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(3) p@~n P domαpaqq ap~nq Ď xp~nq X πpwqp~nq.
Note that Ux is closed under initial segments with respect to ďU , and that
an infinite chain through Ux will give a set A P πrT s with a large intersection
with x, and a pFinαq
``-subset of this intersection to witness its largeness in
a useful manner.
In analogy to trees, when ~u0 P U we again write U
x
r~u0s
for t~u P U | ~u0 ď ~uu.
Finally working in V again, we note the following about Ux 9G :
Lemma 5.21. Suppose pa,Aq , ~u P Ux 9G .
(1) It holds that ap~uq Ď a and moreover,
pap~uq, Aq , ~u P Ux 9G .
Similarly, if pa,Aq , ~u1 R Ux 9G and ap~u1q Ď a then
pap~uq, Aq , ~u1 R Ux 9G .
(2) If A1 Ď˚I A such that pa,A
1q PMIα, then also pa,A
1q , ~u P Ux 9G.
(3) The set A1 ĎMα defined by
A1 “ t~n | pDp1 ď pa,AqqpD~u1 ďU ~uq ~n P ap~u
1q ^ p1 , ~u1 P Ux 9Gu
is not in I.
(4) For a non-empty domain sequence ~n P domαpap~uqq, the set A~n Ď
M δαp~nq defined by
A~n “ t~m | pDp
1 ď pa,AqqpD~u1 ďU ~uq ~m P ap~u
1qp~nq ^ p1 , ~u1 P Ux 9Gu
is in pFinδαp~nqq`.
Proof. (1) Immediate from the definition of Ux 9G .
(2) Suppose that pa,A1q . ~u P Ux 9G . Then there is some pb,Bq ď pa,A1q
such that pb,Bq , ~u R Ux 9G . Since A1zA P I, there is some B1 Ď B XA such
that B1 P I``. However, pb,B1q ď pb,Bq and pb,B1q ď pa,Aq, which is a
contradiction.
(3) Although the proof is practically identical to that of Lemma 4.13(2),
we give the details for the reader’s convenience. Assume to the contrary
that A1 P I. Then AzA1 P I`, so take B Ď AzA1 such that B P I`` and set
p “ pa,Bq PMIα. Since p , ~u P U
x 9G we can find a name 9w such that
p , 9w P πrTrtp~uqss ^ 9w X x 9G R Fin
α .
(As in Lemma 4.13(2) it would suffice if p , T x 9G ‰ H). Thus we can extend
p to p1 to force some terminal sequence ~n into 9w X x 9Gzappq. But it has to
be the case that ~n P app1q. Whence ~n P A1 by definition of A1, contradicting
that also ~n P B which is disjoint from A1.
(4) The proof is identical that of Lemma 4.13(3) in essence, but differs
substantially in notation. Assume to the contrary that A~n P Fin
δp~nq. Then
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we can find p ď pa,Aq such that Appqp~nq is disjoint from A~n. Since p , ~u P
Ux 9G we can find a name 9w such that
p , 9w P πrTrtp~uqss ^ 9w X x 9G P pFin
αq`.
and
p , domαpap~uqq Ď dom
8
α p 9w X x 9Gq.
Therefore ~n P dom8α p 9w X x 9Gq and we can extend p to p
1 to force a terminal
sequence ~n " ~n1 into 9wX x 9Gzappq. But as in the proof of the previous item,
it has to be the case that ~n" ~n1 P app1q, whence ~n1 P A~n by definition of A~n,
contradicting that also ~n1 P App1qp~nq which is disjoint from A~n. 
Define a set Γ as follows:
Γ “ tpp, ~u0, ~u1q PMIα | p@i P t0, 1uqp , ~u
i P Ux 9Gu.
Define two orderings on Γ:
pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q ďΓ pp0, ~u
0
0, ~u
1
0q ô p1 ď p0 ^ ~u
i
1 ďU ~u
i
0
for i P t0, 1u, and
pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q ăΓ pp0, ~u
0
0, ~u
1
0q ô p1 ď p0 ^
“
ap~u00q X ap~u
1
0q Ăα ap~u
0
1q X ap~u
1
1q
‰
.
Note that Γ is well-founded with respect to the second ordering, ăΓ. In-
deed, suppose towards a contradiction that there is an infinite sequence
pp0, ~u
0
0, u
1
0q ăΓ pp1, ~u
0
1, u
1
1q ăΓ ¨ ¨ ¨ . Set
yi “
ď
nPω
tp~uinq
for i P t0, 1u, and
A “
ď
nPω
ap~u0nq X ap~u
1
nq.
The sequence is ăΓ-decreasing and from Γ, hence A P pFin
αq`` and A Ď
πpy0q X πpy1q, contradicting Finα-almost disjointness of πrT s.
The following is the analogue of Lemma 4.14, saying that Ux 9G can be
approximated reasonably well in the ground model. Also as for Lemma 4.14,
a very similar proof shows that MIα is proper.
Lemma 5.22. For each ~u0 P U the set Dp~u0q is dense and open in M
I
α,
where we define Dp~u0q to be the set of p PM
I
α such that for all p
1 ď p and
any ~u ďU ~u0 P U ,”
p1 , ~u P U
x 9G
r~u0s
ı
ñ papp1q, Appq{app1qq , pDt P T qpap~uq, tq P U
x 9G
r~u0s
.
Proof. The proof from the two-dimensional case, i.e., of Lemma 4.14 applies
exactly as written once we make the following adaptations: Firstly replace
FinbFin by Finα. Secondly, replace Ă2 byĂα. Thirdly, adapt the definition
of B0n as follows:
B0n “ t~n P B
n´1
n´1 | pD~n
1 P domαpb
0
nqq ~n
1 Ď ~nu YBn´1n´1z
ď
tCi | i ă nu.
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Then pb0n, B
0
nq PM
I
α, and B
0
nXCi P Fin
α for each i ă n. With these changes,
the remainder of the argument for Lemma 4.14 applies verbatim. 
The following technical lemma is crucial to the proof of the branch Lemma.
It plays the same role as Lemma 3.9(4) and Lemma 4.15, giving us some
freedom in tampering with the finite parts of conditions while maintaining
that something is forced about Ux
9G
.
Lemma 5.23. Suppose we are given ~u P U , pa,Aq P MIα, and a
1 Ď a so
that pa1, A{a1q P MIα, and so that the lexicographically maximal element of
a1 and is also the lexicographically maximal element of a Suppose further
pa,Aq , ~u P Ux 9G. Let a2 Ď a1 X ap~uq be arbitrary. Then
pa1, A{a1q , pa2, tp~uqq P Ux 9G .
Proof. We will decompose the forcing as a product. Let ~n0, . . . , ~nk and
~m0, . . . , ~mk be defined as in Lemma 5.15. Then by Lemma 5.16,
(5.3) MIα
`
ď pa,Aq
˘
–
ź
iăk
Mδp~miq
´
ď
`
ap~niq, Aip~miq
˘¯
ˆ
MIα
´
ď
`
ap~nkq, Ak
˘¯
with Ai defined as in the lemma.
Let D consist of those i ă k such that some element of a1 extends ~ni.
Then writing A1 “ A{a1, Lemma 5.16 also gives us an isomorphism
(5.4) MIα
`
ď pa1, A1q
˘
–
ź
iPD
Mδp~niq
´
ď
`
a1p~niq, A
1
ip~miq
˘¯
ˆ
MIα
´
ď
`
a1p~nkq, A
1
k
˘¯
with A1i defined analogously as in the lemma. We have A
1
i “ Ai for each
i P D Y tku and so it is easy to see—e.g., using Lemma 5.14(2), a finite
induction, and Lemma 3.9(3)—that
Mδp~miq
`
ď pap~niq, Aip~miqq
˘
–Mδp~miq
`
ď pa1p~niq, A
1
ip~miqq
˘
for i P D and
MIα
´
ď
`
ap~nkq, Ak
˘¯
–MIα
´
ď
`
a1p~nkq, A
1
k
˘¯
.
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Write
P` “
ź
iPD
Mδp~miq
´
ď
`
ap~niq, Aip~miq
˘¯
,
P´ “
ź
iPD
Mδp~miq
´
ď
`
ap~niq, Aip~miq
˘¯
,
P
1
´ “
ź
iPD
Mδp~miq
´
ď
`
a1p~niq, A
1
ip~miq
˘¯
,
P8 “M
I
α
´
ď
`
ap~nq, Ak
˘¯
,
P
1
8 “M
I
α
´
ď
`
a1p~nq, A1k
˘¯
.
noting that we have established
(5.5) MIα
`
ď pa1, A1q
˘
– P1´ ˆ P
1
8 – P´ ˆ P8
and
(5.6) MIα
`
ď pa,Aq
˘
– P` ˆ P´ ˆ P8
Now finally, let G1 be MIα-generic over V with pa
1, A1q P G1. We must
show pa2, tp~uqq P UxG1 . Using (5.5) transform G1 into a P´ ˆ P8 generic
H´ ˆ H8. Find a P`-generic H` over V rH´srH8s and let G be the M
I
α-
generic given by H` ˆ H´ ˆ H8 using (5.6). By construction pa,Aq P G,
whence pap~uq, tp~uqq P UxG .
By definition of UxG this means that in V rGs we can find w P πrTrtp~uqss
so that
(5.7) pDu P pFinαq``q a2 Ď u Ď πpwq X xG.
Since a2 Ď xG1 and since xG∆xG1 P Fin
α we may replace xG by xG1 in (5.7),
and thus
(5.8) pDx P πrTrtp~uqssqpDu P pFin
αq``q a2 Ď u Ď πpxq X xG1 .
Just as in the two-dimensional case (i.e., the proof of Lemma 4.15) an abso-
luteness argument easily shows that (5.8) and hence pa2, tp~uqq P UxG1 must
hold in V rG1s, proving pa1, A{a1q , pa2, tp~uqq P Ux 9G . 
After all these preparations, we are finally ready to prove our last and
most general instance of the Branch Lemma.
Proof of the Branch Lemma 5.19. Suppose towards a contradiction we have
p PMIα and a pair of M
I
α-names 9w
0, 9w1 such that
p , p@i P t0, 1uq 9wi P πrT s ^ x 9G X 9w
i R Finα
and p , 9w0 ‰ 9w1. By definition of Γ we may find pp0, ~u
0
0, ~u
1
0q P Γ such that
πptp~u00qq ‰ πptp~u
1
0qq.
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Claim 5.24. There is pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q ďΓ pp0, ~u
0
0, ~u
1
0q, a terminal sequence ~n
˚ P
ap~u01q X ap~u
1
1q, and numbers l ă lhp~n
˚q and and k˚ P ω such that for any
pp2, ~u
0
2, ~u
1
2q ďΓ pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q and any
~n P ap~u02q X ap~u
1
2q
such that ~n˚ æ l Ď ~n, we have ~nplq ď k˚.
Proof of Claim. We show that if the claim fails, there is a ăΓ-descending
sequence in Γ. It suffices to show that any pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q ďΓ pp0, ~u
0
0, ~u
1
0q has a
ăΓ-extension. So let pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q ďΓ pp0, ~u
0
0, ~u
1
0q be given.
Since the claim fails, given any terminal sequence ~n P apu01q X apu
1
1q, any
k ă lhp~nq, and
pp, ~u0, ~u1q ďΓ pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q
we can form an extension
pq, ~v0, ~v1q ďΓ pp, ~u
0, ~u1q
such that there is ~n1 P apv1q X apv1q with ~n
1 æ k “ ~n æ k and ~n1pkq ą ~npkq.
In finitely many steps, construct a (finite) descending sequence
pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q ěΓ pp2, ~u
0
2, ~u
1
2q ěΓ . . . ěΓ ppm, ~u
0
m, ~u
1
mq,
at each step taking an extension of the previous element as just described.
We can deal with each ~n P ap~u01q X ap~u
1
1q and each k ă lhp~nq, so that at the
end
ap~u11q X ap~u
1
1q Ăα ap~u
m
1 q X ap~u
m
1 q
Thus we have found ppm, ~u
0
m, ~u
1
mq ăΓ pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q. Claim 5.24. l
Let pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q ďΓ pp0, ~u
0
0, ~u
1
0q, ~n
˚ P ap~u01q X ap~u
1
1q, l ă lhp~n
˚q and k˚ P ω
be as in the claim. By Lemma 5.22 and by replacing p1 by a stronger
condition if necessary, we may assume that p1 P Dp~u
0
1q XDp~u
1
1q.
Case 1: Assume first that l “ 0. Let A1 Ď Mα be defined as in
Lemma 5.21(3), namely
A1 “ t~n | pDp1 ď p1qpD~u
1 ďU ~u
0
1q ~n P ap~u
1q ^ p1 , ~u1 P Ux 9Gu
By Lemma 5.21(3), A1 P I`. Find A Ď App1q such that A P I
``, and
letting k˚˚ “ maxpdompapp1qqq,
App1q X
` ď
iPdompp1q
ti ď k˚u ˆM δpiq
˘
Ď A
and
AX
` ď
iąk˚˚
tiu ˆM δpiq
˘
Ď A1.
Letting p˚ “ papp1q, Aq we obtain a condition in M
I
α such that p
˚ ď p1.
Since p˚ , ~u11 P U
x 9G , and we can find p ď p˚, ~u, and ~n with ~np0q ą k˚, k˚˚
such that
~n P ap~uq ^ p , ~u P U
x 9G
r~u1
1
s
.
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It follows that ~n P A1 and so by definition of A1 we can find p1 ď p1 and ~u
1
such that
~n P ap~u1q ^ p1 , ~u1 P U
x 9G
r~u0
1
s
.
By extending p, p1 if necessary, we can assume that appq and app1q have
the same lexicographically maximal element. As p1 P Dp~u
0
1q X Dp~u
1
1q and
p, p1 ď p1, we can find ~u
0 and ~u1 such that
~n P ap~u0q ^ pappq, App1q{appqq , ~u
0 P U
x 9G
r~u0
1
s
and
~n P ap~u1q ^ papp1q, App1q{app
1qq , ~u1 P U
x 9G
r~u1
1
s
.
Let a “ appq X app1q (whose lexicographically maximal element is also that
of appq as well as that of app1q). For each i P t0, 1u we have
ap~ui1q Y t~nu Ď a Ď appq, app
1q
and so by Lemma 5.23`
a,App1q{aq
˘
, pap~ui1q Y t~nu, tp~u
iqq P U
x 9G
r~ui
1
s
for each i P t0, 1u. Letting
p2 “
`
a,App1q{a
˘
and
ui2 “ pap~u
i
1q Y t~nu, tp~u
iqq
for i P t0, 1u we obtain pp2, ~u
0
2, ~u
1
2q ďΓ pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q with ~n P ap~u
0
2qXap~u
2
1q and
~np0q ą k˚, which contradicts the choice of pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q, ~n
˚, and k˚.
Case 2: In case l ą 0, let ~n “ ~n˚ æ l and consider the set A~n defined as
in Lemma 5.21(4), namely
A~n “ t~m | pDp ď p1qpD~u ďU ~u
0
1q ~m P ap~uqp~nq ^ p , ~u P U
x 9Gu.
Lemma 5.21(4) ensures A~n P pFin
δαp~nqq`.
Let k˚˚ “ maxpt~nplq | ~n P app1quq. Find A Ď App1q such that A P
pFinδp~nqq``,
App1qp~nq X t~m P ω
ăω | ~mp0q ď k˚˚u Ď A
and
Ap~nq X t~m P ωăω | ~mp0q ą k˚˚u Ď A~n.
By choice of k˚˚, letting p˚ “ papp1q, Aq we obtain a condition in M
I
α,
p˚ ď p1.
Since p˚ , ~u11 P U
x 9G we can find p ď p˚ and ~u ďU ~u
1
1 such that there
exists a terminal sequence ~m P ap~uq with ~mplq ą k˚, k˚˚ and such that
p , ~u P T
x 9G
r~u1
1
s
.
By definition of A we infer ~m “ ~n " ~m1 for some ~m1 P A~n, and so we can
find p1 ď p1 and ~u
1 ďU ~u
0
1 such that
~m P ap~u1q ^ p1 , ~u1 P T
x 9G
r~u0
1
s
.
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Using that p1 P Dp~u
0
1q X Dp~u
1
1q and Lemma 5.23, argue verbatim as in
the previous case to construct pp2, ~u
0
2, ~u21q ďΓ with ~m P ap~u
0
2q X ap~u21q.
Since ~mplq ą k˚, this contradicts the choice of pp1, ~u
0
1, ~u
1
1q, ~n
˚, l, and k˚.
Branch Lemma 5.19. l
6. Postscript: A dichotomy for Borel ideals?
The results of this paper show that for J in a rather vast class of Borel
ideals in ω, one can prove that there are no definable J -MAD families, under
suitable assumptions on either what definable means, or what background
theory is adopted.
It is worth noting that it is not the case that such a theorem is true for
every Borel ideal on ω. Indeed, the ideal on ω ˆ ω, defined by
J “ tx Ď ω ˆ ω : p@n P ωqtm : pn,mq P xu is finiteu
clearly admits the J -MAD family, namely ttiu ˆ ω : i P ωu.
It remains an interesting open problem if it is possible to characterize the
Borel ideals for which an analogue of Theorem 1.4 is true, and for which
that type of theorem fails. In other words:
Question 6.1. Is there a dichotomy for Borel ideals on ω which character-
izes when there are/are no definable MAD families with respect to a given
Borel ideal?
We note that in the more general setting of finding maximal discrete
sets for Borel graphs, a result of Horowitz and Shelah [2] shows there is no
reasonable dichotomy. It is, however, not clear that the obstruction found
there also apply to the special case of J -mad families, when J is a Borel
ideal.
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